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FROM THE DEAN
What is the significance of the Reformation today? In this 
edition of Notes and News I will reflect in an extended article 
on why Luther’s reforms 500 years ago were so successful in 
his day. We can measure the success of Luther’s reforms by 
the spread of his message throughout Europe and the way in 
which the elements of his reformation were incorporated into 
the liturgical and musical life of the Protestant Churches. 
The fact that we hear the Scriptures read in the ‘language 
understanded by the people’ as the Book of Common Prayer 
puts it, the fact that we sing hymns in church, receive the 
wine as well as the bread at Communion, and have clergy 
who may marry are all direct results of Luther’s reforms that 
still shape the way we worship 500 years on.

A century after Luther’s reformation, the theologian 
Wittenberg Friedrich Balduin observed ‘semper in ecclesia 
opus esse reformanda’ (in the church there is a constant 
need for reformation, in: Fridericus Balduinus, In tres 
postremos Prophetas, Wittenberg 1610, p. 910), a phrase soon 
contracted to ‘ecclesia semper reformanda’ (the church needs 

to reform itself continuously). The Reformation, then, is not 
a one off past event but a continuous, dynamic process. The 
reforms Luther instituted 500 years ago were a combination 
of important societal changes – such as the translation of the 
Scriptures into the language of the people – and theological 
changes – such as returning to a simpler, more Scriptural 
understanding of the theology of justification for example. 
A church of the reformation is a church that reforms itself.

In the next few weeks we will have an opportunity in our 
Sunday preaching at 9am and 10.30am to reflect on the 
thoughts of the Great Reformers. During much of the 
months of October and November we will also be displaying 
an exhibition on Luther’s Reformation, including 3D printed 
artefacts from the Luther House in Wittenberg. In the week 
of the 500th anniversary of the Reformation, from 28-31 
October, a host of events will take place in and around St 
Paul’s to mark the dynamic reforms that still shape our 
church today. 
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FROM THE PRECENTOR 
‘Change is about as comfortable as a good hard 
poke in the eye.’’
That was the verdict given me by a parishioner at one of my 
previous parishes.  I think a lot of people would agree with 
him. Change is hard. I probably don’t need to tell you that! 
And unlike the simplified world-view of those jokes about 
there being 2 types of people in world , it does genuinely seem 
that change is polarising to two camps, the I-Like-Change, 
When-Can-We-Start? Brigade, and the Not-On-Your-Nelly, 
No-Change-Ever Association. 

In the corporate world, change management has been a catch 
phrase for some time. Research shows that it can take 20-30 
instances of exposure to a new idea for people hearing of 
it for the first time to understand what is involved and the 
benefits of the idea. For those of us in positions of leadership, 
this is an important guide for how we help our congregations 
understand a change and its benefit. 

Yet change – transformation – is what we are called to as 
Christians. In Romans 12.2 we read:

‘Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by 
the renewing of your minds, so that you may discern what is 
the will of God—what is good and acceptable and perfect.’

And in Ephesians 4.22-24 Paul writes:
‘You were taught to put away your former way of life, your 
old self, corrupt and deluded by its lusts, and to be renewed 
in the spirit of your minds, and to clothe yourselves with the 
new self, created according to the likeness of God in true 
righteousness and holiness.’ 

The transformation Paul describes above, change that alters 
and shifts the way we think and thereby the way we act, 
is a change Paul himself radically underwent in his own 
conversion and ongoing Christian life. Godly transformation 
and reform are intrinsically linked to our life as Christians. 
We see it modelled time and again in the Scriptures, as God 
works in the lives of those he calls to himself. 

We are called to be open to change and transformation in 
God’s power. It is a sign of the gracious work of the Holy 
Spirit in and among us. If we are personally committed to 
growing as Christians, and corporately growing our ministry 
ro make it more effective, change and reform are unavoidable.  
Our Cathedral byline is ‘Together transforming our City and 
Diocese’. Change and reform of our personal and corporate 
lives is inherent in the slogan. But it is no mere slogan, as it 
sums up the style of ministry in which the Scriptures call us 
all to be involved, each of us taking our part according to the 
gifts we have been given by our heavenly father. 

In this celebration year of the 500th Anniversary of the 
Reformation, it is timely for us to reflect on smaller scale 
reform, how we go about assessing and making the necessary 
reforms to better honour God in our daily lives and the 
worshipping life of the Cathedral. 

There are times and seasons to our lives and ministries. There 
are times when we have to face necessary changes and work 
through them. Sometimes we find change hard because we 
are moving on from a ministry role to which we have given 
generously of our time and resources and very much enjoyed. 
However, there are times when it is right for us to move on 
and let someone else take our role, bringing to it their gifts 
and insights. There are also times when we need to conclude 
a ministry done by the cathedral, perhaps because it is no 
longer the effective way to minister, or perhaps to make room 
for a new ministry. These changes in no way reflect badly on 
ministry done or fellowship enjoyed. 

In times of change in the church, there are three things 
we must do. Firstly, be thankful. Thank God for the good 
accomplished, and thank God for the faithfulness of those 
who have served in the ministry. Thank God for the way he 
includes us in his work in his world. 

Secondly, acknowledge the sadness and grief that comes from 
change and closure. If something was good, it is no wonder 
there is some grief. If something wasn’t working well, we will 
have a sense of disappointment that it didn’t come together 
as we might have hoped. 

Thirdly, be aware that there are two types of people in the 
world, those who will be confronted by change and those 
who embrace it. Know which group you tend towards, and 
be willing to listen to the other point of view. Change and 
reform are not a competition to win. They are part of being 
a mature Christian with Kingdom goals.

The Revd Canon Heather Patacca
Precentor

No Change? Just Tap and Go! 
One of the recent changes at the Cathedral has been the implementation 
of a ‘tap and go’ point (above) in the Chapel of Unity, meaning that 
people who are not carrying cash can still make a small donation by 
swiping their credit card. In the near future, we will also be trialling 
this technology in the collection plate, for those who prefer eletronic 
transactions.
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CHILDREN’S MINISTRY, 
SAFEGUARDING HOT 
TOPICS AS ANGLICAN 
DEANS MEET IN BENDIGO
Cathedrals across Australia are growing, Australian Anglican 
Deans report, but need to focus their mission activities to 
reach children and young people. Twenty Cathedral Deans 
from across Australia met at the recently-refurbished St 
Paul’s Cathedral in Bendigo, Victoria, at the invitation of 
Dean John Roundhill. In their discussions on mission and 
evangelism among children and young people they were 
joined by the Revd John Deane, executive director of the 
Anglican Board of Mission.

Many of the Cathedrals across Australia report growth in 
congregational attendance countering a nation-wide trend, 
in which the number of Australians identifying as Anglicans 
has plummeted. Dean Andreas said: ‘Cathedrals in Australia 
are growing in spite of nationwide trends. Here in Melbourne 
we have experienced a 30% growth in congregational 
attendance over the past five years. Our Cathedrals are 
places that naturally draw people in, to begin conversations 
about faith and discipleship’. Dean Andreas reflected: ‘At 
St Paul’s many of our worshippers first came through our 
doors as visitors. Our intentional program of making visitors 
welcome, and explaining our faith through the beauty of our 
building, provides the first invitation to come and find out 
more about Jesus Christ, and what it means to follow him’.

Some Cathedrals have extensive ministries to children and 
young people. The Dean of Geraldton, the Very Revd Peter 
Grice, reported: ‘Our priority has been to invest in ministry 
among young people: our youth and families’ minister works 
across our congregations, links up with state schools and now 
our local Anglican Grammar School’. Dean Grice added: 
‘Particularly in rural areas we have natural contacts and 
opportunities for mission with our local community through 
our families’. St James’ Cathedral Townsville has reshaped its 
worship program to place children front and centre, Dean 
Rod MacDonald told the conference: ‘We are passionate 
about ministry with children. We have a crèche, as well as 
special area set aside for younger children and their parents. 
Every third Sunday we hold a special children’s worship as 
our principal service’. Dean MacDonald encouraged Deans 
to take their children’s worship outside their buildings: ‘Last 
month, we went further: we took our Cathedral down to the 
beach and worshipped there. One of the children said to me 
afterwards: “This was the best service ever”.’

The Australian Deans welcomed Dean Matthias Der from St 
John’s Cathedral Hong Kong to their conference. St John’s 
has a families’ program that reaches some 150 young people 
each Sunday. Dean Der explained: ‘We have a structured 
children’s program that reaches toddlers, pre-schoolers, 
primary school children and a junior church for children 
aged between 8-12. Our programs are delivered in English 
and Chinese and centre on teaching children and young 

people about the Bible, our worship, and Christian living’. 
Asked about the reason for the strong attendance, Dean Der 
said: ‘We intentionally resource a group of volunteers to run 
our program and to support parents in nurturing children in 
their own homes in their faith journey’.

The Australian Deans affirmed that in order for children’s 
ministry to flourish, strict safeguarding procedures would 
need to be adopted across Australia. Some Cathedrals 
have employed safeguarding officers to ensure compliance. 
The Deans were encouraged that General Synod will be 
considering adopting nationwide child-safe standards, 
compliance and professional standards protocols. Dean-elect 
of Newcastle, the Revd Canon Katherine Bowyer, said: ‘It 
is so important that Cathedrals and parish churches are safe 
places for vulnerable people and children. But we not only 
need to be safe places but need to be seen to be safe places 
by the wider community’. Canon Bowyer said: ‘We call 
all Anglicans and especially our General Synod to express 
clearly that we have heard and learnt from survivors, their 
families, and the Royal Commission. We are serious about 
child safety’.

The conference brought together Deans from across Australia: 
20 of 23 Deans were able to be present. Senior Dean, the Very 
Revd Dr Peter Catt, said: ‘The Deans’ Conference is a rich, 
life-giving and collaborative experience. We enjoy a deep 
commonality in the midst of our theological diversity. The 
level of support and encouragement that we experience at the 
conferences means that attendance is always high. This year 
we enjoyed the presence of two women Deans and a woman 
Dean-elect for the first time in the history of the Australian 
church’. Deans next meet at St Andrew’s Cathedral Sydney, 
at the invitation of Dean Kanishka Raffel, from 2-7 August 
2018.

St Paul’s Cathedral, Bendigo, was the venue for this year’s Deans’ 
Conference.
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BEER, WOMEN AND 
SONG - THE SUCCESS OF 
LUTHER’S REFORMATION
The following is the edited transcript of a speech 
given by Dean Andreas at the Annual Dinner 
of the Oxford University Society of Victoria in 
August.

Almost 500 years ago, on 31 October 1517, Martin Luther 
posted his Ninety-Five Theses against Indulgences for 
consideration by the academic community in Wittenberg. 
Luther’s Theses opened a Pandora’s Box stuffed with much 
discontent about the need for the Scriptures to be ‘in the 
language understanded by the people’, the theology of 
justification, the doctrine of transubstantiation, married 
clergy, monastic vows and ecclesiastical privilege. As his 
reformation ideas spread across Europe like a wildfire, people 
began to ask themselves why Luther’s movement became so 
successful. I am going to postulate (only slightly tongue in 
cheek) that Luther’s success was principally due to three key 
factors: beer, women and song.

Beer
Beer is the oldest alcoholic drink. A staple of the monastic 
diet, in an age where water was neither filtered nor piped, it 
was probably one of the safest liquids to consume. It still is 
the most popular drink in Germany where, since 1516, it 
has been regulated by the Reinheitsgebot, Germany’s Beer 
Purity Law. In the very year that Bavarian brewers stipulated 
that beer should have no ingredients other than water, barley 
and hops, Luther came to his key theological insight: the 
understanding that justification was by faith alone and did 
not require any other ingredients than grace. A year later, he 
published his insights and the reformation commenced.

It is dangerous to make causal links in the absence of 
well-founded sources. There are, needless to say, no sources 
that prove that the implementation of the Beer Purity Laws 
in Bavaria and the views about justification of the Wittenberg 
reformer are linked by anything else than a desire to return to 
purer, more refined forms: both of beverage and of theology. 
It is, however, well known that Luther enjoyed drinking beer. 
In the stormy first years of the Reformation, beer was a source 
of refreshment for the reformer. In a sermon preached in 
1522 Luther reflected: ‘Take myself as an example. I opposed 
Indulgences and all the Papists, but never with force. I simply 
taught, preached and wrote God’s word: otherwise I did 
nothing. And while I slept, or drank Wittenberg beer with 
my friends Philip Melanchthon and Nikolaus von Amsdorf, 
God’s Word so greatly weakened the Papacy that no prince 
or emperor ever inflicted such losses on it’. 

Drinking beer as opposed to wine clearly aligned Luther’s 
cause with the wider German population, for whom beer was 
the staple drink. Luther had beer brewed in his home, like 
many Germans. Wine, on the other hand, was not a product 
of the family home. It was produced by tenant farmers on 
estates that were frequently owned by noble families or local 

monasteries. Wine then was an expensive commodity that 
maintained the very ecclesiastical and social abuses Luther 
critiqued. In complaining about the price of wine and taking 
to drinking beer instead, Luther identified himself as a man 
of the people and aligned himself with their cause.

Luther aligned with ordinary people was one of the hallmarks 
of the movement that would come to bear his name. His 
translation of the Bible is an excellent example of how far 
this self-identification as a ‘man of the people’ went. In 1530 
Luther argued that his translations were so effective because 
he listened carefully to how people really talked: ‘Ask the 
mother at home, children in the lane, ordinary folk on the 
market square, and look at their gobs, to see how they talk, 
and then begin to translate. That way they will understand 
and know that one speaks with them in German’. When 
Luther drank beer with his fellow reformers in Wittenberg’s 
city square, then, he not only heard how people talked and 
therefore was able to translate the faith for them in ways 
they would understand, but he also heard what it was they 
talked about and was able to provide an effective outlet and 
language for their discontent.

Women
Women were central to Luther’s reformation: as writers 
and leaders of reform as well as active contributors to 
reform alongside their spouses. In the Middle Ages women 
frequently held positions of leadership, as ruling princesses 
or queens, as leaders of monastic communities and leaders 
of great houses. But these leadership roles were restricted 
to the higher echelons of society; in the homes of the 
people Luther listened to in the market place, women on 
the whole were dependent on men. Luther’s reformation 

Above: The 500th anniversary of the Reformation is a very marketable 
celebration in Luther’s native Germany, as evidenced by this Playmobil 
figurine presented to the Dean by representatives from the German 
Embassy!
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provided opportunities for women to flourish as theologians: 
the poet Elisabeth Cruciger, for instance, Luther’s ‘dear 
Els’, contributed to the first Lutheran hymnal and was an 
important part of the circle of theologians meeting at Luther’s 
home. His own spouse, the redoubtable Katharina von Bora, 
Luther’s ‘my Lord Kate’, exercised incredible influence in 
shaping the Lutheran College that gradually grew around the 
Luthers’ home. ‘My Lord Kate’, ‘dear Els’ and other women 
theologians contributed to doctrinal debates at Luther’s 
table. Placed strategically at the intersection between private 
and public, in a hall of residence that also served as a family 
home, their table talk was widely broadcast. 

Katharina, Elisabeth and the many other nuns that had 
taken up the cause of the reformation, and either married 
academics or clergy, were scholarly women central to the 
progress of the reformation. Luther married Katharina in 
1525. She had left Mariathron convent on Easter Eve 1523, 
having persuaded Luther to ‘lead nine nuns in one go from 
their convent and help them to renounce their vows and 
abandon their monastic life’, as Luther wrote in an open 
letter describing the abduction. Katharina had adopted 
the reformation message in her monastery, and she and her 
fellow nuns resolved to escape to promote the cause of the 
reformation. The audacious abduction of these educated, 
aristocratic Cistercian nuns was as dramatic as it would be 
game-changing to the progress of the reformation.

The nine women were among the first publicly to retract their 
monastic vows to become leaders in Luther’s reformation. 
Among them, Magdalena von Staupitz (the sister of Luther’s 
former confessor, Johann) became principal of the first 
Lutheran Girls’ School. Katharine von Bora married Luther, 
while her fellow nun Eva von Schönfeld married the Prussian 
Physician Royal, Basilius Axt. In and of themselves, these 
women were already important change agents. As leaders on 
their own, like Magdalena von Staupitz, or as the partner 
of one of the reformers, they challenged the traditional 
understanding of monastic obedience and the permanency 
of vows. This change was even further reaching for those 
nuns who married former monks or clerics, like Katharina 
von Bora. The union of a monk and nun put an end to the 
understanding that clergy were to live celibately, in ways 
fundamentally different to the lives lived by their congregants, 
and thus changed the face of the church from an organisation 
centred on the enforced singleness of religious leaders to 
married leaders with extensive families. Indeed, until women 
were ordained, many women were thus enabled to exercise 
church leadership in partnership with their husbands.

Song
If Beer and Women were symbols of the change brought 
about by the Lutheran Reformation, Song was the vehicle 
to make known that change. Lutherans sang often and 
preferably in four-part harmony. Martin Luther had studied 
music as part of his university studies, and later in life set 
down a sophisticated theory of music. He clearly enjoyed 
singing, and sang with others in the home, probably over a 
beer. In the early years of the Reformation, Luther and his 
collaborators used song, rather than pamphlets or books which 
might be intercepted at the boundaries between Lutheran 

and Catholic principalities, to disseminate his thought. 
Songs were learnt by heart, taught to those who were able to 
read as well as those who were unable to do so, and thus were 
carried into Catholic areas. In places like Magdeburg, town 
records show, the Reformation was promoted first through 
Luther’s hymns: peddlers taught the people, who sang the 
German words set to catchy contemporary or well-known 
older tunes, and sang them until the old order changed. In 
Magdeburg’s parish church, the Reformation was brought 
about by massed singing of Luther’s hymns by the people 
prior to each Mass. Luther’s preaching in Magdeburg months 
later sealed the fate of the Catholic church in the city – the 
reforms were effected not by the reformer but by his hymns.

Singing became central to the education of Lutheran 
children, who were expected to teach their parents the new 
faith. By singing the liturgy in German or singing Luther’s 
catechism hymns, they were taught to promote change in 
their own homes. A Lutheran choral tradition emerged 
which flourished in the two centuries immediately following 
Luther’s reforms, culminating undoubtedly in the cantorship 
at St Thomas’ Church Leipzig of Johann Sebastian Bach. 

Luther may have claimed that he left all this change to the 
unfettered Word of God, as he settled down with a beer 
with his friends, enjoyed a song, or a sleep in his bed. The 
dissemination of the reformation through actions that now 
may seem innocuous - ‘sleeping and drinking Wittenberg 
Beer’ – were, in fact, revolutionary signs of reform. The 
dramatic change that a simple act of drinking beer and 
singing songs in the Luther home symbolised was what made 
his reformation so effective: a former monk sleeping at the 
side of his wife, a former nun, drinking beer made in his 
family home, singing hymns that promoted religious change 
in an age when religion and politics went hand in glove, is 
what made Luther’s reformation so successful.

Pic of 
beer mug

Above: A 3D printed model of Luther’s beer mug is among the items that 
will be on display in the exhibition during October and November.
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Pope Tawadros II presented Dean Andreas with an icon of the Holy 
Family for the Cathedral, painted by monks  in the desert monasteries of 
Egypt.

THE COPTS - EGYPT’S
CHRISTIANS AND THEIR
ANCIENT CHURCH
In the wake of the visit of Pope Tawadros II 
to the Cathedral on 9 September, Fr Jim offers 
some insights into the Coptic Church.

I first heard of the Coptic Church in the 1950s in articles 
written by missionaries who had worked in Egypt. They 
described the Copts condescendingly as an Egyptian 
minority who had observed Christian rituals for centuries 
while having little understanding of their meaning or of the 
language in which they were performed. They were described 
as merely a rump of what their church had been in early 
centuries, reduced now to mere ceremonial and to tattooing 
crosses on their children’s forearms in the hope that this 
would prevent their conversion to Islam. They were fair game 
for missionaries to convert to western forms of Christianity 
- something that proved to be much easier than trying to 
convert Muslims.  

Reading these articles in the 1950s I had no expectation that 
I would ever meet a live Copt, no expectation that I would 
visit Coptic monasteries in Egypt, no expectation that there 
would one day be 100,000 Copts in Australia with fourteen 
parishes in Melbourne, no expectation that I would attend 
a Coptic liturgy in St Paul’s Cathedral Melbourne in which 
1,500 Copts came together to be blessed by their spiritual 
leader, the Coptic Pope, as he is called, the Patriarch of 
Alexandria, Tawadros II. 

My first visit to Egypt was in 1986 when I spent time in the 
monastery of St Bishoi, near Alexandria, where the then Pope 
Shenouda III had his residence. On a second visit in 1994 I 
had the privilege of staying at the Monastery of St Anthony 
near the Red Sea. On both visits I met Coptic families and 
took part in their local worship. Earlier ideas of the Copts 
were soon revised. I found a thriving church whose people 
had a far greater understanding of basic Gospel truths and a 
greater knowledge of distinctive Coptic teaching and history 
than the average Western Christian has of his or her church.     

Every Coptic Christian knows that Jewish pilgrims from 
Egypt shared in the experience of the Day of Pentecost and 
the tradition that St Mark established the Church in Egypt at 
Alexandria before being martyred there. Within a short time 
Christianity had spread up the Nile valley and Alexandria 
had become an important centre of Christianity. All went 
well until disputes over the exact way the human and divine 
natures of Christ were joined together divided Egypt from 
the rest of the Church and this was followed by the Arab 
conquest of Egypt in the year 684. From that time the Copts 
have lived a separated existence, frozen in time and subject 
to varying degrees of persecution from the different Islamic 
regimes that have controlled Egypt. 

Coptic liturgies are long, like those of all the Orthodox. They 
retain the ancient belief in the real presence of Christ in the 
Eucharist and approach the sacrament with great devotion. 
The chants they use in their worship can be traced to the 
court music used in the days of the pharaohs. They have been 
more progressive than most local Orthodox churches in the 
use of English in their worship while retaining measures of 
Arabic and of the ancient Coptic language.  They have also 
made very effective use of Sunday Schools for teaching the 
young people. 

Their parish clergy are married but bishops are chosen 
from the ranks of the monks and are celibate. In choosing 
a bishop they follow a method based on that used by the 
embryo church in the Acts of the Apostles. A committee of 
lay people chooses three names which are placed in a chalice. 
After prayer for the guidance of the Holy Spirit a seven year 
old boy draws one of the names to decide who is to be the 
new bishop.  This method is followed for all bishops up to 
and including the Pope himself.

Coptic Christians call their Patriarch of Alexandria ‘The Pope’ 
which comes from the word for father. They do not, however, 
hold him to be a ruler of the whole church in the way Roman 
Catholics regard the Bishop of Rome. The Coptic Pope is 
‘Father’ only to the Christians in his particular region, i.e. 
Egypt and the surrounding countries. He regards himself as 
an equal brother, not a rival competitor, to the Roman Pope. 

I am pleased that on several occasions now we have been 
able to assist the Coptic Christians of Melbourne by making 
St Paul’s available for special worship according to their 
distinctive traditions.  These traditions repay close study and 
can open our minds to aspects of the faith that have been 
preserved intact through the Copts’ long history. 

The Revd Canon James Brady
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HELP NAME OUR NEW 
STATION
St Paul’s proudly stands at the heart of what will be a new 
Metro Rail station precinct extending from Federation 
Square to the Town Hall to serve the people of Melbourne. 

City Square has now become an excavation site from which 
to create the new CBD South station, and demolition of 
the Swanston Street shopfronts directly across from the 
Cathedral has begun. Dean Andreas said in a statement 
prior to the commencement of the works: ‘We welcome the 
creation of a new Metro Rail line that provides important 
new public transport capacity for our city. I meet regularly 
with Melbourne Metro Rail Authority senior staff to ensure 
that the Cathedral’s heritage and precinct will be protected 
during this major project.’

Cathedral staff continue to work closely with Metro Rail 
to address concerns as they arise during the construction 
phase, to ensure that the Cathedral precinct remains a place 
of welcome and sanctuary for the 400,000 visitors and 
worshippers who come here each year. 

The State Government has recently put out a call for the 
public to suggest names for the five new stations, which will 
be shortlisted before a decision is made by a panel chaired by 
the Melbourne Metro Rail Authority’s chief executive.

As the Cathedral is the major landmark in the area in 
which the new CBD South station is to be built, we are 
strongly campaigning for the station’s name to reflect this. 
We encourage all our congregation members and other 
stakeholders to submit a vote for “Cathedral”, “St Paul’s” or 
“St Paul’s Cathedral” online at http://metrotunnel.vic.gov.
au/stations/suggest-a-station-name, before submissions close 
on 22 October.

FROM THE CANON PASTOR
It is so good, when newcomers to the Cathedral feel ready, 
for all of us to encourage them to complete their contact 
details on the form provided in Weekly Notes. This helps us 
all to remember them, and, more particularly, to welcome 
them personally and suggest any activities in which they may 
wish to participate and find helpful, as well as inviting them 
to the monthly congregational lunch. Sometimes we are 
embarrassed to find that we have no record of people who 
have been attending for a long time, and who feel that St 
Pauls is their spiritual home and that they belong.

Newcomers often come to the monthly Seniors meetings if they 
are free on weekdays. Good attendances have been maintained 
through the winter months. Revd Duku Wolikare – a refugee 
from South Sudan in 2001, community worker and now 
ordained and serving as Community Chaplain in the western 
suburbs - was our speaker in July. He has a challenging task 
connecting with the many refugees in his area, many of whom 
– particularly young people – have found life in Australia 
tough after what they and their families have experienced.  

In August, our speaker was Revd Peter Adam, retired 
canon of the Cathedral and former principal of Ridley 
College. Having experienced ministry in other cultures, 
and being interested in the preservation of indigenous 
languages, he titled his talk “God speaks in our language”  

In September we were privileged to have the Chancellor of 
the Diocese and a Canon of the Cathedral – Michael Shand 
QC – speaking to us about relationships of Church and State.

Dates for the remainder of 2017 are Friday October 27, where 
poet Leigh Hay will speak on “Preserving our Memories”,    
and Friday November 24 for a special end of year gathering.

All of any age are welcome!

Revd Canon Dr Ruth Redpath
Canon Pastor
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frequently for services or tours, but also great to connect with 
those schools for which this was a first or infrequent visit to 
the Cathedral

DEACONS’ EVENSONG
To mark the Feast of St Lawrence, on 10 August, we 
welcomed many of the permanent deacons in the Diocese of 
Melbourne (below) and celebrated their important ministry. 
The preacher was Bishop Genieve Blackwell, and we were 
also pleased to be joined on this occasion by The Very Revd 
Matthias Der, Dean of Hong Kong.

ANGLICAN SCHOOLS’ 
SERVICE
On 2 August, we were delighted to host the biennial 
Anglican Schools’ Service (above), which was attended by 
students, teachers and chaplains from Anglican schools all 
across Melbourne and from as far afield as the Mornington 
Peninsula, Ballarat and Wangaratta. The preacher was Bishop 
Lindsay Irwin, and the students contributed music, prayers, 
artwork  and personal reflections to the service. It was a 
pleasure to worship again with those schools who visit us 
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REFORMERS SERMON SERIES
As part of our Reformation 500 programming, former Senior 
Clerical Canon the Revd Dr Peter Adam OAM will preach 
at the 9am and 10.30am services on Sundays 1, 8 and 15 
October, and will reflect on the reformers Luther, Cranmer 
and Calvin respectively..

COMMEMORATION OF 
DIANA, PRINCESS OF WALES
To mark 20 years since the death of Princess Diana, on 31 
August, the Book of Gold, which is signed by dignitaries 
who visit the Cathedral, was on display opened at the page 
bearing her signature, from when she attended a service with 
Prince Charles on 3 November, 1985. The gown shown 
beside it was created by local couturier Anthony Montesano 
as a tribute, and drew inspiration from a number of gowns 
Diana wore during her life, including the long train of her 
wedding dress. At a commemorative Evensong that night, 
members of the local Loyal Societies were in attendance, and 
music from Diana’s funeral was performed. 

WEAVING A NEW CLOTH 
LAUNCH
At Evensong on 29 August, we welcomed members of the 
Trinity Declaration’s Joint Standing Committee to re-launch 
the Weaving a New Cloth document, which encourages 
ecumenical co-operation and fosters joint ministry between 
the Anglican and Uniting Churches at a grass-roots level.

EVENSONG WITH COBURG’S 
ARABIC ANGLICANS
At each Evensong service at St Paul’s we pray for a different 
parish in the Diocese of Melbourne. Clergy submit specific 
prayer points relating to their parish, and congregation 
members are invited to attend. On Sunday 4 September, 
we were joined by the Revd Farag Hanna and members of 
the Arabic-speaking congregation at Holy Trinity, Coburg 
(above), who not only turned out en masse, but asked to 
become more involved in the service, with prayers being led 
bilingually in Arabic and English, and their choir singing 
a hymn in Arabic in place of the anthem. What a special 
privilege we enjoy as a Cathedral, to be able to welcome 
diverse Anglicans from around the Diocese to their home 
church!

SIGN UP NOW FOR NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS WORKSHOPS

If you are a volunteer at St Paul’s Cathedral and have not yet completed the 
compulsory Diocese-run Professional Standards training, please make sure you sign 
up for one of the dates below. This training is vital for ensuring the safety of children 
and vulnerable people who come into contact with our Cathedral community. Both 
sessions will be held in the Barbara Darling Room, and a light lunch will be provided.

Sunday 12 November: 1pm-4pm
Saturday 9 December: 10am-2pm

Numbers are limited, so please RSVP to the Cathedral Secretary as soon as possible 
to reserve your place: hhornsby@cathedral.org.au or 9653 4305
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FROM THE CATHEDRAL 
SHOP
The run up to Christmas has started in the Cathedral shop 
and you will find lots of lovely gifts and decorations there 
already.

Our Christmas cards are out on the stands NOW. This 
year there are six different designs to choose from in both 
traditional and modern styles - doves, wise men, and 
donkeys, as well as nativity scenes. Our packs of ten cards are 
very popular so get in early!

As in past years, we will again be stocking a large selection 
of multi piece and single piece nativity sets and decorations 
made of olive wood from the Holy Land.

Local ceramicist, Shoko Mafune, who has for some time 
been making unique angels and standing crosses for us, is 
now creating handmade heart shaped plaques with the 
text “God bless baby” and “God bless this house” coupled 
with colourful patterns and images. These make beautiful, 
individual gifts.

Our range of jewellery has grown to include many styles 
of sterling silver and stainless steel pendants and chains, 
brooches and earrings. We even have brooches and pendants 
made of glass and ceramic.

Don’t forget to purchase a copy of next year’s lectionary 
which is in the shop now, along with Bibles and books for 
children.

Coming soon there will also be some exclusive locally made 
glass nativity sets, which are bound to appeal to anyone 
looking for a colourful and modern Christmas feature. 

So pop in and look around if you are needing Christmas (or 
other) gifts, decorations or souvenir items to send abroad. 
We look forward to seeing you soon!

Susan Baker
Shop Manager

FROM THE ARCHIVES -  
LOVE AND MARRIAGE IN A 
TIME OF WAR
The Cathedral is often asked for details of life events held 
here in the past, with marriages being of particular interest. 
While checking on one of these requests recently another 
entry caught my eye as it included a wad of documents. The 
entry turned out to be one for a marriage which took place 
in the cathedral in 1943.

The bride* was aged 18 and a member of the Australian 
Army Medical Women’s Services. She had been born in 
Oxford and, while her father was dead, her mother was still 
living in England. One of the forms suggested that she had 
been recruited from an address in Bacchus Marsh. How she 
came to be in Australia is a mystery. 

The groom was an American Marine, aged 21, from Akron, 
Ohio. He was a Private in the Signals Company, 1st Division. 
The US Marines arrived in Melbourne early in 1943 following 
fighting in Guadalcanal. They remained in the city until late 
in the year before returning to the war in the Pacific; the 
last elements of the 1st Division left in October 1943. The 
groom gave his “home” as Camp Robinson which was a US 
Marine camp on the South Melbourne Cricket Ground.  

There were many hoops to jump through in order to tie the 
knot. The bride had to obtain permission from the Assistant 
Controller, Victoria L of C area, Major Appleyard, and 
from the Commanding Officer of her Unit, 108 Australian 
General Hospital, Australian Army which was in Ballarat. 
She also had to get permission from the Superintendent of 
Immigration Schemes, a Commonwealth official. Finally, 
because she was a minor and there was no time to contact 
her mother in England, she was interviewed by a JP who 
filled out a form that declared that she could be married. 
The groom successfully got permission to marry from the 
US Marines but with the chilling comment that there was no 
guarantee that his wife would be allowed to enter the USA. 

Following a mad dash to get the forms organised inside 3 
days, they were married by Dean Henry Langley, without 
friends or family, in a very quiet ceremony in the Cathedral; 
the witnesses were Madge Jamieson, the Cathedral Secretary, 
and James Heath, the Dean’s Verger. 

The story ends happily - after the War ended the groom was 
allowed to take his wife back to the USA and they settled in 
Ohio. They raised a family and were recorded in the 2008 
US Census, by then in their mid-eighties. 

*Names have been omitted to protect privacy.

Dorothea Rowse
Honorary Cathedral Archivist
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PRAY WITH US  
FOR THE REFUGEES OF  

MANUS & NAURU
Akilathas Karunathasan - Al Shnein Ghanem - Aboshaid Sidqui - Ajeb Mohammad - Al Bayati Kazem - Albadry Mohammed - Alanthas Thevasakayampillai - Aeni Mohammad - 
Abdul Raza Talibaoui - Ahmad Ali - Abdulrahman Khdeis - Al Amouri Belil - Abdullah - Ahmed Wardeh - Abdulrahman Almasri - Ahmad Masri - Alagaiya A Ramesh - Akatheeswaran 
Pichchai - Al Jorani Meshel - Abbas Ehyaei - Al Bousaleh Jaber - Akhtar Hussain Akhtar Hussain - Al Bayati Kazem - Abbas Qaisar - Adnan Hussain Ali Karim - Al Ali Jasem - 
Alagaiya A Sivalairajan - Abdullah Hussaini - Moustafa Assad - Taqiyeldin Selmi - Hussein Selmi Al Masri - Rajenthiran Lathanraj - Koklanniroshan Sivajesarasa - Hung Van Tran 
- Anuraje Jokorosha - Omid Erfani - Soloomi Talal - Jeevaraj Baskaran - Anton Dayan - Dulatn Sanjeeva Rasapakselage - Hadre Mohammad - Mahmoud Khalid Khodir - 
Mohammad Khdeis - Roshanth Theventhiran - Samel Abbas - Keethes Sivakumar - Yograsa Yogeeswaran - Kalaiarasan Kunaseelan - Rameem Sahlan - Anas Azees - K. 
Pushparam Kopalakirinan - Sebastiyan Satheesan - Kanabathipillai Prashandh - Vijay Palanivel - Mayuran Raja Thurai - Rislan Nordeen - Arulanantharasa Ajandhan - Khador 
Mahmood - Feras Kang - Ansar Ali - Wazir Ali - Mohammad Al Laqis - Sanusdeen Sajir - Pathmaraja Dinesh - Hussain Sayed Sajid Hussain - Ali Reza Fazeli - Indrakanthan 
Manikavel - Sabeskant Vamadevan - Ihab Almasri - Vinoth Muthukumaru - Papinthan Varatha Rasa - Girasijan Fanando - Kabilan Rasakumar - Sayed Qadeer Hussain Sharazi - 
Fares Almasri - Vijayaratnam Vijitharan - Piriyatharsan Sivasupramaniyam - Hussain Sayed Kamran - Sheran Benadict - Sivanesan Tharmendra - Charles Velichore - Rahmat Ullah 
Naziri - Sayed Murtaza Hussain Kazimi - Antonyarunthas Donbosco - Hatem Almasri - Santhiraneru Arulanantharasa - Danial Sivarasa - Sami Khoder - Muhammad Awais - 
Muhammad Awais - Sasikaran Anistas Constantine - Awin Nachar - Khador Kassem - Mohammad Hazem - Supramaniyam Makesvaran - Mohamad Almasri - Muththiya - 
Manmatha Raj - Nguyen Sy Tran - Ramin Ghasempoor Kanzig - Wail Masri - Arunthavavel Raj Kukathas - Safiyudeen Nasreen - Yogarashah Nirekanth - Hussain Naseem - 
Tharmarasa Thuvarakan - Warnakulasuriya Jesus Niroshan Rodrigo - Mohammad Abdalla - Miragha Alamyar - Panahi Mohammad Jawad - Razashah Razashah - Vaikunthan 
Muthuvel - Selwan Khader - Raveenthivan Inthuthas - Shnaif Salah - Jeyapradash Skandaraja - Ananthan Senthuran - Jamshid Ali - Jamaldeen Rasni - Izadi Ali - Daraki Saeed - 
Hussain Qaim - Jeno Ravindrarasa - Kabir Hussain - Mazen Alitradieh - K.santirkumar Karuroakaran - Saheed Zakhee - Ali Hasir - Ali Jan Khani - Bahaa Alamir - Sivanasarasa 
Lathasraj - Moradi Jawad - Mehdi Abbasi - Mohammad Asif - Sibilraj Sriskandarajah - Joseph Wilnton Thanusan - Mahmoud Masri - Jasheendran Thiyakarasa - Jassem Khuder 
- T S Rattinam Kajuran - Sohail Hussain - Sivakrishnan Kasirajan - Thileepan Sivayoganathan - Selvaratnam Umakanth - Ramazan Hussain - Hussain Ali Asghar - Naderi Reza - 
William Poonusuamy - Mohideen Jabal - Pratheepan Thanthondri - Senthil Vannan Prasanna - Ali Liaqat - Hussain Iftikhar - Hussain Sajid - Eid Mohammad Haidari - Hafiz Ullah 
Bahrami - Mohammad Mahdi Mohsini - Sher Ali Hazara - Krishnapillai Kethees - Kumarasami Sri Kanthan - Ghafari Seyed Mohammad - Ravindeeran Theepan - Ghasabani 
Masoud - Nazih Kassab - Mahawish Jabbar - Ali Mohammad - Vincent Antany Antan Mariadas - Jan Agha Jan - Yousef Talb - Yousef Abutahoun - Hussain Zamin - Hussain Muzamil 
- Eid Mohammad Homa - Mohammad Jawad Ahmadi - Mohammad Nazar Mohammad Nazar - Rohullah Mohammadi - Murugesu Suthan - Sayed Kassem - Ali Alkhazali - Yousef 
Masri - Mohammad Salamat - Jewaid Rami - Markandu Kandeepan - Hamed Alijani - Hassanloo Majid - Mujtaba Bayat - Ismail Almasri - Jamaleddin Seymirza - Sayed Ijaz Hussain 
- Antony Anthony Pillaym - Heidrai Mohhammad Reza - Antony Sebastian Pillai - Hussain Ishaq - Ghulan Sakhi Nazari - Jan Alizada - Noor Mohammad Alizada - Naresh Kumar 
Kathiravel - Mohammad Adam - Pradeep Pakkiyanathan - Pisinold Mariathas - Amin Eslami - Marisan Basanthan - Muthulingam Sarmilan - Rasaia Murukavel - Ghasidian Ali - 
Mathanapavan Kanesamoorthy - Suntharalingam Vijithan - Sayed Sayed Kazim - Devisan Pilendran - Paskaran Alaharadnam - Manikkarasa Kirubairajah - U. Prathlepan Vyramuthu 
- Kanthesami Tanang - Rahim Foad - Ibrahim Nazari - Mohammad Tahir Hussaini - Noorullah Noori - Zeinal Mehradad - Jehad Darawasaha - Piratheep Pathmonathan - Ali Naemi 
- Rajadurai Thilaga Raj - Ali Asefi - Sharifan Saeed - Vakili Mehdi - Hussain Hazar - Owda Shatat - Hussain Kifayat - Premakanthan Mookiaih - Saad Samir Meshelawi - Rajendran 
Vimalchandran - Rameshkumar Sivagnanam - Hussain Mujahid - Asif Hassani - Mohammad Arif Kohi - Sher Agha Akberi - Thanabalasingam Pushparaj - Niati Maisam - 
Pathmanadan Sabarathnam - Mustafa Bayat - Vijayanathan Jesi Raj - Vettrivel Thirukumaran - Pradap Muttusamy - Kanagasabapathy Kitubatharan - Boromand Hassan Ali - Nijw 
Nibras - Ilayaraja Thambu - N M Razeel A Noordeen - Sadeghi Mohammad - Khani Esmael - Thangarasa Satheeswaran - Kumarasamy Kajenthiran - Zakaria Mohammed - Ghitasi 
Arash - Arulnasan Croos Jesuraj Croos - Suresh Kumar Kathiravel - Nha Trong Nguyen - Mahadawi Mehdi - Ghulam Sakhi Mohammadi - Hussain Mujahid - Hussain Qalandari - 
Juma Khan Muradi - Qadir Ali Hussaini - Zaki Qambari - Mohamed Basheer Mohamed Faheer - Patrick Puthumairasa Pathinathan - Sanfar Lateef - Sanfar Lattef - Jeykumar 
Thevanath - S.pushparaj Sebamalai - Chandran Kandasamy - Boezar Masoud - Shakuri Allah Baksh Muhaleh Hussain - Vijitha Lakmal Perera Miriyagalla Kankanamalage - 
Hussain Naieb - Esfandiari Morteza - Moses Pirasanthan - Khalif Mazen - Niros Sanjaeva Anton Jeya Seelan - Sebamalai Iruthaya Raja - Ali Liaqat Ali - Thurayan Paratheepan- 
Asaad Alshalok - Nesan Vimalathas - Kugan Seevaratnam - Hadem Deeb - Mahan Pushpa Rasa - Yoosuf Shifath - Rajathurai Rajmohan - Thanabalasingam Prajalathan - 
Vivekanthan Rajani Kumar Fernando - Chandramohan Somasundran - Azzam Almasri - Sivanisuwa Sureshkamar - Thamilmaran Arumaithurai - Kirashnapillai Piratheepan 
- Mawazi Asaad - Ezzatulla Rezai - Sasikumar Sinnathambu - Kazim Alipoor - Gregory Nimal Branthera - Michael Rageeiv Ratnaraja -Thayabaran Murukupillai - Haidar Hamevandi 
- Vy Van Pham - Wilmatcroos Deenascroos - Nagaveeran Shanmuganathan - Zein Ali Mohammad Reza - Paratharsan Karunanithi - Iruthayaraj Fernando Siluvai Fernandom - 
Hussain Sayed Razi - Asan Kutty Niyas - Rijh Mohammed - Kanna Kumaran Tharma Kula Singam - Payman Alizada - Sami Hayder - Vahid Karjouyam - John Ali Poor Salman - 
Jogeswaran Narasamani - Palnnynappan Vickneswaran - Ravindran Ganesamoorthy - Muralitharan Sellathurai - Muneshwaran Veerasamy - Selvaraj Kumarasamy - Ali Tahir Ali 
- Jeyakumar Tharumkulasingam - Jabbar Hassanin - Mohammad Reza Golpour Chehrkohi - Matiullah Matiullah - Sasikaran Arumaithurai - Omid Sorousheh - Hussain Mujahid - 
Ramzan Ali Ramzan Ali - Ali Reza Narimani - Sujeekaran Thambiraja - Saeed Bokhanfard - James John Kilman - Pratheesan Karunalingam - Vimalatharan Ratnasingam - 
Mohammad Asif Asghari - Karunakaran Kathirgamu - Ramesh Theyventhiram - Tajir Hussain Tajir Hussain - Hussein Hani - Hooshmand Mehran - Thamban Thevarajan - 
Mohammad Hossain Nawrozi - Mohammad Sarwar Yawari - Sebamalai Edwin Kendy - Mathuyalakan Kanapathipplai - T Palasingam Pakeerathan - Balasupramanium 
Vigneshbuaran - Muththaya Chanchakumar - Varatha Rajah Thanukkody - Talib Shah Mohammadi - Valogerdizadeh Sabzikar Rahim - Mohammad Hazam Anifeen - Krishnakumar 
Rajaram - John Henry Newman - V Jeyachhandran Veerasingam - Liaqat Hussaini - Mohammad Reza Ahmadi - Jaber Adil - Perinparasa Sivapathasuntharam - Vashanthakumar 
Nallathampi - Santhiyogu Nimal Perera - Humidan Bavi Jamal - Lingeswarran  Kanapathipillai - Karimi Ibrahim - Louies Christharasa Thevasakayampullai - N Karunakaran 
Nallathame - Sellaiya Vasanthakumar - Selvathurai Sooriyakumar - Kulanthavel Vijaykumar - Sritharan Thevarasa - Sathasivam Subramaniam - Sidni Coesha Victor Coesha - 
Sellathurai Shanker - Alshahat Shahta - Thevathas Makenthirathas - Sepamalai Santhiya - Mohammad Reza Shah Hosseini - Majit Mosin - Sinnadurai Vilvarasa - Thavalingam 
Mahalingam - Kanthaiya Ganesan - Mani Velu - Navaraju Thangavelu - Kazim Ali Yawari - Aljorany Nayef - Jeevaratnam Ellalan - Sangarappillai S Thamilvanan - Arokkiyanathan 
Velppillai - Rasenthiram Kumar - Vijayasundaram Mariyappan - Rasenthram Nadesan - Latifeh Badawi - Arezoo - Mehrdad Cheleh Mal - Abdul Jabbar Atom - Abdulgani Said - 
Adnan Kahin - Haidar Adam - Abdelazeem Habib - Abdalla Abrahim



Sunday  8:00 am  Holy Communion (BCP)
  9:00 am  Family Communion 
    Service
  10:30 am Choral Eucharist
  6:00 pm   Choral Evensong 

Monday  12:15 pm Eucharist
  5:10 pm  Evening Prayer                  
    in Simple English

Tuesday  12:15 pm Eucharist
  5:10 pm  Choral Evensong
  6:15 pm  Service of Prayer for 
    Healing 

Wednesday 12:15 pm Eucharist
  5:10 pm  Choral Evensong

Thursday 12:15 pm Eucharist
  5:10 pm  Choral Evensong

Friday  12:15 pm Eucharist
  5:10 pm  Choral Evensong

Saturday 10:00am  Mandarin Worship 
  12:15 pm Eucharist

Public Holidays 12:15 pm Eucharist

Note: Choral Evensong is replaced with Evening Prayer 
during school holidays

JOIN US FOR WORSHIP

Cathedral Prayer

Almighty God, 
who caused the light of the gospel 
to shine throughout the world 
through the preaching of your servant Saint Paul: 
grant that we may follow him in bearing witness 
to your truth; 
through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord. 
Amen.

St Paul’s Cathedral Melbourne
209 Flinders Lane
Melbourne
Victoria 3000

Tel. (03) 9653 4333
welcome@cathedral.org.au
www.cathedral.org.au

Like us on facebook.com/stpaulscathedral
Follow us on twitter.com/stpaulscathmelb

Cathedral Clergy: 
The Dean The Very Revd 

Dr Andreas Loewe: 
9653 4333

The Precentor  The Revd Canon 
Heather Patacca: 
9653 4306

Canon Pastor  The Revd Canon 
Dr Ruth Redpath AO: 
9653 4313

Associate Priests  The Revd Canon Dr Stephen Ames
   The Revd Canon 

James Brady (Mon, Wed, Thurs)
   The Revd Canon 

Christopher Carolane
The Revd Emily Fraser

   The Revd Matt Campbell
The Revd Rick Cheung 

 The Revd Jessica Cheung
The Revd Canon Dr Jill Firth

   The Ven Ray McInnes
   The Revd Prof. Mark Lindsay
   The Revd Prof Chou Wee Pan
      
Healing Ministry  The Revd 
Coordinator   Alex Kornaczewski 

Cathedral Office: 
Cathedral Administrator Mr Trevor Whittaker: 

9653 4302
Cathedral Secretary Ms Hannah Hornsby:
   9653 4305
Events Manager  Ms Sophia Hoare:
   9653 4210
Shop Coordinator  Ms Susan Baker:
   9653 4311
Director of Philanthropy Canon Leigh Mackay
   9653 4220
Compliance Officer Mrs Dawn Connell
   9653 4321
   
Head Verger  Mr Ama Walgama
Vergers   Mr Peter Dwyer (Dean’s Verger) 
   Mr Tim Denyer 
   Mr Jack Lindsay
   Mr Joshua Patacca
   Mr Nick Chilcott (Events Verger)
   Mr Ahmed Sultan (Events Verger) 
      
Music Department:
Director of Music  Mr Philip Nicholls: 
   9653 4314
Cathedral Organist Mr Siegfried Franke
Sub-Organist  Mr Lachlan Redd
Assistant Organist Mrs Roslyn Carolane

Warden of Servers Mr Rob Till
Society of Bell Ringers Mr Brian Pettet
Tower Captain
Welcome Team  Contact the Precentor: 
   9653 4306
Flower Guild  Contact the Precentor: 
   9653 4306
Cathedral Guides  Mrs Mary Harris
Hospitality Group  Ms Ann Brady
Planned Giving   Ms Dorothea Rowse
Administrator
Archives   Ms Dorothea Rowse
 

CATHEDRAL DIRECTORY

Notes & News Editor  
and Designer:  Ms Hannah Hornsby


